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In [7, Problem 4, p. 3.55], S. Sakai proposed the following ques-

tion: If any component of a measurable field y\—»9TI(y) of von Neu-

mann algebras over (r, ß) is isomorphic to some fixed von Neumann

algebra 9TC0 with separable predual", where T means a locally compact

Hausdorff space and ß a positive Radon measure on T, is it true that

the direct integral f®^^(y)dß(y) is isomorphic to the tensor product

ß®9TCo of the associated diagonal algebra^Q, = LK(T, fi) and 9TC0? If F

satisfies the second countability axiom, then one can easily settle the

above problem affirmatively as an application of [l, Proposition 4,

p. 187]. However, in the case that the countability assumption of V

is dropped, J. Dixmier proposed the similar problem in [l, p. 175].

Namely, roughly speaking, if 71—^,(7) is a measurable operator field

over (r, p) for each i£7 and there exists a family of bounded opera-

tors {xt}«=r on a Hubert space and an isometric operator u(y) for

each 7 such that u(y)xiu(y)~1=yi(y) for every 7£r and ¿£7, does

there exist an isometry which transforms 1 ®x¿ to ff yi(y)dp(y) for every

¿£7?
In this paper, we shall settle the above two related questions

affirmatively.

Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and ß a positive Radon

measure on T. Let 7*—»77(7) be a measurable field of Hubert spaces

over r in the sense of [l]. Let 770 be a separable Hubert space. If

77(7) =77o for every 7£r and the measurable vector fields are mea-

surable 770-valued functions over P, then y±—»77(7) is called a constant

field corresponding to 770. If 71—»dim, 77(7) is constant, then the mea-

surable field 71—»77(7) of Hubert spaces is isomorphic to a constant

measurable field corresponding to some Hubert space 770. Namely,

there exist a Hubert space 770 and isometry u(y) of 77(7) onto 77o for

every y ET such that 7r-*?(y) £77(7) is a measurable vector field if

and only if u(y)£(y)EH0 is a measurable 770-valued function over

T. Putting (ut)(y)=u(y)H(y) for every £ = /© £(7)^(7) £#

=/® H(y)dß(y), u is an isometry of 77 onto the Hubert space

Lh„ÇT, fi) of all square integrable 770-valued functions over T. There-

fore, 77 is isomorphic to the tensor product L*(T, fi) ®Ho-
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Theorem 1. Let H<¡ be a separable Hilbert space and {xi}iei a family

of bounded operators on Ho- Let y>-*H(y) be a measurable field of Hilbert

spaces over F,

H = f®H(y)dp(y),

and, for each iEI, 71—>yt(y) is a measurable essentially bounded operator

field over T with the direct integral

yi= f   yi(y)dp(y)E&(H).
J r

Suppose that there exists, for every 7£r, an-isometry u(y) of Ho onto

H(y) such that

Vi(y) = ú(y)xiu(y)-\       i £ I.

Then there exists an isometry of L2(T, p) ®Hq onto H which transforms,

for every iEI, 1 ®x{ into y».

Proof. By the above consideration, we may assume that yt-:fH(y)

is a constant field corresponding to Ho. Then 71—>y((y) is a B(H0)-

valued measurable function over V, where the strong operator topol-

ogy is considered in the full operator algebra (&(H0), so that

yy—*u(y)xiu(y)~1 is measurable for every iEI. Let 9TC0 be the von

Neumann algebra generated by {tfij.-e/. Let 91 be the set of all

bounded operators x on H0 with the property; yt-*u(y)xu(y)~l is

measurable. Then 91 is a *-algebra containing {xi}t<=7. If {a„} is a

bounded sequence in 91 strongly converging to a0£ffi(iîo), then

u(y)a„u(y)~1 also converges strongly to u(y)aau(y)~i, so that

71—>u(y)a0u(y)-1 is measurable. By the separability of H0, the strong

operator topology in bounded parts of (S>(H0) is metrizable, so that 91

is strongly closed. Therefore, 91 is a von Neumann algebra containing

(x<}<€ii and 91 contains 9TC0. Thus, for every x£9H0, 71-*u(y)xu(y)~l

is measurable. Again by the separability of Ho, there exists a separable

strongly dense C*-subaIgebra A of 9TÏ0. Let Rep(A: Ho) denote the

space of all representations of A on H0. Then Rep (A: Ho) is a Polish

space with respect to the simple convergence topology, where the

strong operator topology is considered in (S>(Ho). Let U denote the

group of all unitary operators on H0, which is a Polish group with

respect to the strong operator topology. For each m£U, define the

action of u on ir£Rep(yl: H0) by (uir)(x) =uir(x)u~1 for every xEA.

Then U becomes a topological transformation group of Rep (A : H0).

Let tto be the identity representation of A on Ho. The stability group
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Uo of U at tto is the unitary group of the commutant 3TC0' of 9TÎ0, so

that Uo is a closed subgroup. Therefore, the quotient map: Ui-»U/Uo

has a Borel transversal 20 by [3, Lemma 3j. Putting ty(u) =uwo for

«£U, 'S? is a one-to-one Borel map of the standard Borel space SB into

the standard Borel space Rep04:770), so that it becomes a Borel

isomorphism by [6, Theorem 3.2]. Let4> denote the inverse map of ^

defined on ^(25). By the measurability of the map: y*—m(y)xu(y)~1,

y\—>u(y)iro is a Rep(^4 :77o)-valued measurable function over Y, so that

71—>$(u(y)iro) =v(y) is also a measurable U-valued function on T. By

the equality

v(y)iro = ^(v(y)) = *(u(y)) = «(7)^0,

u(y)~'iv(y) belongs to Uo, so that v(y)xv(y)~l =u(y)xu(y)~l for every

x£9Tlo, which implies that yi(y) =v(y)xíu(y)~l for every 7 of Y and

î'£7. Putting

v =   I     v(y)dp(y),

v becomes the desired isometry of F2(r, ß)®H0 onto 77. This com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 1 gives an affirmative answer to the question proposed by

J. Dixmier in [l, p. 175].

Theorem 2. Let 9TC0 be a von Neumann algebra acting on a separable

Hilbert space Ho. .Let 7—>77(7) be a measurable field of Hilbert spaces

over Y,

77=   Ç®H(y)dp(y),
J r

a the algebra of all diagonal operators, 7h-»3TC(7)CG5(77(7)) a measur-

able field of von Neumann algebras and

911 =   I     <3K(y)dp(y).
J r

Suppose that there exists, for every 7£r, an isometry u(y) of Ho onto

77(7) such that u(y)W*ou(y)~1 = (SU,(y). Then there exists an isometry of

L2(T, ß) ® Ho onto 77 which transforms the tensor product &®'3VLointo 3TL

Proof. We may assume that y-^H(y) is a constant field correspond-

ing to 77o. Then u(y) is a unitary operator on 770 such that u (7) 3ï£0m (7)-1

= 311(7) f°r every 7£r. Let 21 denote the set of all von Neumann

algebras acting on 770. By [4], 21 has a standard Borel structure with
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the property: 7—>9Il(7)£2l is a measurable field if and only if

7—>9H(7) is a 2I-vaIued measurable function over V. Define the action

of the unitary group U on 21 by u(911) = u<SKu~1 for zi£U and 911 £21.

Then U becomes â Borel transformation group of 21 by [5]. Let Uo

denote the stability group of It at 9TC0. Then Uo is a closed subgroup of

U. Therefore, the quotient map: Uh->U/Uo has a Borel transversal SB

as in Theorem 1. Putting ^(u) = u (9TC0) for u £ U, ^ becomes a one-to-

one Borel map of the standard Borel space SB into the standard Borel

space 21, so that * is a Borel isomorphism of SB onto ^F (SB). Let <&

denote the inverse map of ^ defined on ^(SB). Putting v(y) =i>(9R(7))

for every 7£r, 7—^(7) is a measurable U-valued function over T.

Then

v v(y)dp(y)

is the desired isometry of L2(r, p)®H0 onto H. This completes the

proof.

Making use of Theorem 2, we can settle the problem-proposed by

S. Sakai in [7, Problem 4, p. 3.55] as follows:

Theorem 3. Let y—>9R(7) be a measurable field of von Neumann

algebras over T. Suppose each von Neumann algebra 9TC(7) is isomorphic

to a fixed von Neumann algebra 9TC0. Then the direct integral

9TÍ =  I     m(y)dp(y)
J r

is isomorphic to the tensor product & ® 9R"o of the diagonal algebra & and

9TÍ0.

Proof. Suppose yh-*H(y) is a measurable field of Hilbert spaces

over r associated with 71—»911(7) ; that is, each 9TC(7) acts on H(y). Let

Ko be a countably infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Then

y\-+H(y)®Ko = H(y) is a measurable field of Hilbert spaces by [l,

Proposition 11, p. 152]. Further, 71—»9R(7)®7 = 37^(7) also becomes

a measurable field of von Neumann algebras. Let Ho denote the

underlying Hilbert space of 9TC0. Putting 9TCo = 9TCo ® I on Ho = H0 ® K0,

each 911(7) is isomorphic to 9II0. Since the commutant 9Tt(7)' of each

9R(7) becomes 9T£(7)'®(&(K0) which is properly infinite, each algebra

9Tt(7) is spatially isomorphic to 9TCo.' Therefore, by Theorem 2, the

direct integral

9Tl=  I     Ñl(y)dp(y)
J r
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is spatially isomorphic to ß®3TCo. By [l, Proposition 3, p. 185], 3TC

and a®3TC0 are spatially isomorphic to 3TC®7 and (a®9TC0)®7 re-

spectively, so that 311 is isomorphic to Û®3TC0. This completes the

proof.
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